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ABSTRACT
The analysis of individual pig behavior in group-housed pigs is important for pig management. In this
study, we propose two low-level segmentation methods for group-housed pigs to facilitate the video-based
high-level analysis of pig behavior. In a 24-hour pig room monitoring environment where no pig is allowed
to enter/leave the room during the monitored period, the previous video frame has sufficient information for
separating touching-pigs in the current video frame. In this paper, we propose two methods to separate
touching-pigs using the information of the previous video frame and a hybrid method for combining the
segmentation results of each method. According to experimental results with the Korean pig farm data, the
proposed segmentation methods based on the labeled outline/region information can provide more accurate
results than widely used methods.
Keywords: Group-Housed Pigs, Pig Management, Video-based Pig Monitoring, Image Processing,
Segmentation
1.

INTRODUCTION

The early detection of management
problems is important when caring for grouphoused pigs [1],[2],[3]. Caring for individual pigs is
necessary to minimize the possible damage caused
by infectious disease. However, it is almost
impossible for individual pigs to be cared for
effectively by the small number of farm workers
employed on large-scale pig farms. For instance,
the Korean farm where the video data was obtained
had 2,000 piglets per farm worker.
In order to significantly reduce working
time for farm workers and facilitate the early
detection of health or management problems,
researches on the automatic monitoring of grouphoused pigs have been reported recently. For
example, pig activity monitoring using attached
sensors such as accelerometers [4] has been
reported. However, these attached sensor-based
solutions may not be acceptable for a large-scale
pig farm because of the managing cost/time of the
sensor. Thus, video camera-based solutions, which
do not need such managing overhead once installed,

have been reported. For example, real-time image
processing systems were reported for detecting pigs
based on their resting patterns [5] or moving
patterns [6]. Pig detection in a complex farrowing
pen was reported by addressing issues such as
changing-light, long-time motionless, and clutteredbackground [7], whereas automatic determination
of the number of piglets in a farrowing pen was
reported in [8]. Pig detection using a depth sensor
(i.e., Microsoft Kinect) was reported recently in [9].
Although some progress in monitoring
group-housed pigs (i.e., automatic pig detection)
has been made, practical issues in designing a video
sensor-based automated behavior monitoring
system have not yet been reported. For example,
previous researches used different markers or colors
to identify each pig (i.e., less than 10) in a pig room
[10],[11],[12]. However, these methods may not be
applied to a Korean pig farm because there are
more than 20 weaning pigs in a room and it is
difficult to discriminate each pig of this group with
any maker or color. Of course, there were some
other tracking reports without any marker or color
[13],[14]. However, these reports also managed less
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than 10 pigs and the mean times between tracking
failures were less than a few minutes. For the
ultimate goal of long-time tracking of individual
pigs [15] in a crowded pig room (including more
than 20 pigs), separating touching-pigs is required.

In this paper, we consider a 24-hour closed
pig room monitoring application where no pig is
allowed to enter/leave the room during the
monitored period and solve the segmentation
problem of touching-pigs occurred in the crowded
pig room. In general, the accurate segmentation of
individual objects is important to understand an
input scene in many applications including [16]. For
example, with the current techniques [17],[18],[19]
implemented in OpenCV [20], each isolated
moving pig can be segmented and tracked correctly.
If they are close together, however, the current
techniques regard those pigs as a pig group and can
no longer maintain the individual identity of those
pigs (See Figure 1). For analyzing each moving pig
automatically in order to detect possible health and
social problems of each pig as early as possible, we
need to separate touching-pigs.

(a) Tracking Results With The Mean-Shift
Algorithm [17] Implemented In OpenCV

(c) Tracking Results With The Kalman Filter Algorithm
[19] Implemented In OpenCV
Figure 1: Tracking Failures Caused By Touching-pigs.

Since we consider a 24-hour closed room
monitoring situation and each isolated pig can be
identified with current techniques, we can assume
that each pig in the previous frame is identified
individually. Therefore, we exploit this previous
frame information, in addition to the current frame
information, for separating touching-pigs in the
current frame. At the beginning, there could be
touching-pigs whose separation is impossible with
the proposed method. By carefully verifying the
video obtained from a pig room, however, we found
that pigs can move in close proximity; however,
they move away from each other in time. That is,
each pig of the touching-pigs at the beginning will
be separated eventually and can be identified
individually with current techniques. Once they are
identified individually, using the proposed methods
we can maintain each identity even with another
touching-pig case later. In particular, we can
provide more accurate segmentation results by
combining the segmentation results of two lowlevel outline/region-based segmentation methods.
The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 describes the proposed methods
for separating touching-pigs; Section 3 explains our
experimental results; and Section 4 presents a
summary of this research.
2.

(b) Tracking Results With The CAM-Shift
Algorithm [18] Implemented In OpenCV

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

SEGMENTATION OF TOUCHING PIGS

The scene obtained from a pig room may
contain a complex background and various levels of
illumination. In order to extract the pig-related
information in a robust manner, we first convert the
input RGB values into HSV values and perform
binarization to exclude shadows from a pig. To
detect moving pigs, we then use Gaussian Mixed
Model (GMM) [21] as a background modeling
technique. If the area of a moving pig region is
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bigger than that of a single pig, a separation step to
the moving region caused by the touching-pigs is
applied.
2.1 Outline-based Segmentation

In this method, we interpret the separation
problem in a crowded pig room as a “time-series
alignment” problem of the touching-pigs in the
current frame using the labeled outline of the
individual pigs in the previous frame. Figure 2
illustrates the main idea of the outline-based
segmentation method using the relationship
between the previous and current frames.

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

For extracting a center-point, we first get
the skeleton of the touching-pigs by using the
Medial Axis Transform (MAT) algorithm [22].
This skeleton image may have several start-points
and branch-points. From each start-point, we
perform
skeleton-based
contour-tracing
simultaneously. The contour-tracing will be
stopped at one point along the skeleton, and this
point is defined as a “center-point” of the touchingpigs. Note that, at a branch-point, the contourtracing will be stopped except the last one (i.e., for
a 3-points branch-point as shown in Figure 3, the
first and second arrived contour-tracings will be
stopped, whereas the third arrived contour-tracing
will continue the tracing operation).

(a) Skeleton

(a) Previous Frame’s Segmentation Result

(b) Center-point
(b) Current Frame’s Touching Region
Figure 2: Illustration Of Projecting The Previous
Frame’s Segmentation Result Into The Current Frame’s
Touching Region With The Outline-based Method (3-pig
Sequence). (a) Three Pigs Identified Individually In The
Previous Frame. (b) Outline Alignment Of The Current
Frame.

For each input frame, we extract a centerpoint of touching-pigs to transform the outline of
the touching-pigs into time-series data. Then, we
create time-series data for the touching-pigs by
calculating the distance from the extracted centerpoint to the outline points of the touching-pigs.
Note that, to extract the center-point of the previous
frame of a touching sequence where the touchingpigs in the current frame were separated, we first
apply the opening operation [20] to the separated
pigs in order to connect them.

Figure 3: Illustration Of Extracting A Center-point (2-pig
Sequence). (a) Finding The Skeleton Using MAT. (b)
Finding A Center-point Of The Skeleton.

Then, we can make time-series data for the
touching-pigs by calculating the distance from the
center-point to outline points of the touching-pigs.
Especially, the time-series data of the previous
frame already have the labelled outline of
individual pigs.
The next step is to align the current
frame’s “unlabeled” time-series data into the
previous frame’s “labeled” time-series data. Note
that, the previous frame’s time-series data already
have the labeled outline of individual pigs. As
shown in Figure 4 (a), for example, the previous
frame contains two colors for the outline of each
pig. Based on this color information, we can
determine the outline color of the touching-pigs in
the current frame. For flexible alignment between
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the time-series outline data, we apply the Dynamic
Time Warping (DTW) algorithm [23].

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

MAT(connected individual pigs)
current_centerpoint = contour-tracing(touching-pigs)
previous_centerpoint = contour-tracing(connected
individual pigs)

As the result of the alignment, the
“labeled” outline of the current frame can be
obtained. Figure 4 (b) illustrates the result of the
time-series alignment of the proposed method. The
outline-based segmentation method is summarized
in Figure 5 and the details of the method can be
found in [24]. Note that this kind of labeling may
not guarantee perfect “pixel-level” separation
accuracy. Since this labeled outline of the touchingpigs can separate the touching-pigs, however, the
proposed method can maintain “identity-level”
separation accuracy.

// Make a time-series data
current_unlabeled_timeseries =
calculate_distance(current_center_point, outline
points of the touching-pigs)
previous_labeled_timeseries =
calculate_distance(previous_center_point, outline
points of the connected individual pigs)
// Align between the time-series data
current_labeled_timeseries =
DTW(previous_labeled_timeseries,
current_unlabeled_timeseries)
// Separate the touching-pigs in the current frame
label_touching_pigs(touching-pigs,
current_labeled_timeseries)
Figure 5: Outline-based Segmentation Algorithm.

2.2 Region-based Segmentation
(a) Previous Frame’s Segmentation Result

In this method, we interpret the separation
problem in a crowded pig room as a “region
partitioning” problem of the touching-pigs in the
current frame using the labeled regions of the
individual pigs in the previous frame.

(b) Current Frame’s Touching Region

For the first frame containing the
touching-pigs, the previous frame’s “labeled”
segmentation result is projected onto the current
frame’s “unlabeled” touching-pigs region. As
shown in Figure 6 (a), for example, the previous
frame contains three colors for each pig. Based on
this color information, we can partition the
touching-pigs region in the current frame. For
example, some overlapped pixels colored with
“green” in the previous frame may have to be
colored with “red” in the current frame. In order to
address these tricky overlapped pixels, we first
apply the erosion operator until these overlapped
pixels can be excluded. For explanation, we denote
this eroded region of each pig as a skeleton of each
pig in the touching-pigs region.

Figure 4: Illustration Of Projecting The Previous Frame
Into The Current Frame (2-pig Sequence). (a) Two Pigs
Identified Individually In The Previous Frame. (b)
Outline Alignment Of The Current Frame.
Outline_based_segmentation
Input: unlabeled touching-pigs in the current frame,
labeled individual pigs in the previous frame
Output: individually labeled touching-pigs in the
current frame
// Connect the separated pigs in the previous frame
Morphological_Open(individual pigs)
// Extract a center-point
MAT(touching-pigs)

From the skeleton of each pig, we apply
the dilation operator until the dilation reaches to the
skeleton of another pig in the touching-pigs region.
After the dilation, the touching-pig region in the
current frame can be partitioned into three types of
regions as illustrated in Figure 6 (b): notdetermined region with conflict, not-determined
region without conflict, and determined region. In
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the three types of regions, we need to determine a
label of each not-determined region further.

projected_current = Project(unlabeled touching-pigs,
labeled individual pigs)
// Partition the touching-pig region into three types of
regions
for every pixel of the projected_current
if a pixel of the projected_current is labeled
labeled_projected = the labeled pixel

First, not-determined regions without
conflict are labeled using a region-growing
technique. After applying the region-growing with
the seed labels determined by the boundary pixels
of the determined region, the label of each pixel in
the not-determined regions without conflict can be
determined. Then, not-determined regions with
conflict are labeled by comparing the area of each
color between the previous and current frames.
Figure 6 (b) illustrates the result of the region
partitioning of the proposed method, and the
region-based segmentation method is summarized
in Figure 7. Note that this kind of labeling may not
guarantee perfect “pixel-level” separation accuracy.
Since some of the tricky overlapped pixels
explained in the first step are solved, however, the
proposed method can maintain “identity-level”
separation accuracy.

skeleton = Morphological_Erode(labeled_projected)
Partitioned_Regions = Copy(touching-pig region)
for each labeled skeleton
select a skeleton
for the selected skeleton
{
selected skeleton =
Morphological_Dilate(selected skeleton)
if a selected skeleton is reach to any other
skeleton
break
}
if a pixel of the Partitioned_Regions is unlabeled
{
if a pixel is located in the selected skeleton
// Detemined region
Partitioned_Regions = selected skeleton
else
// Not-determined region without conflict
continue
}
else if a pixel is located in the selected skeleton
// Not-determined region with conflict
Partitioned_Regions += selected skeleton

(a) Previous Frame’s Segmentation Result

// Determine the not-determined regions
for Partitioned_Regions
select a region
if the region is Not-determined region without
conflict
Region_Growing(selected region)
else if the region is Not-determined region with
conflict
{
Compare_Regions(Partitioned_Regions,
labels which cause conflict)
selected region = label with a fewer region
}

(b) Current Frame’s Touching Region
Figure 6: Illustration Of Projecting The Previous
Frame’s Segmentation Result Into The Current Frame’s
Touching Region With The Region-based Method (3-pig
Sequence. (a) Three Pigs Identified Individually In The
Previous Frame. (b) Region Partitioning Of The Current
Frame.
Region_based_segmentation
Input: unlabeled touching-pigs in the current frame,
labeled individual pigs in the previous frame
Output: individually labeled touching-pigs in the
current frame
// Project the labeled previous frame into the
unlabeled current frame

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

Figure 7: Region-based Segmentation Algorithm.

2.3 Hybrid Segmentation
A hybrid method by combining the
segmentation results of the previous methods is also
proposed. That is, a logical AND is applied
between the segmentation results of the two
methods. If both segmentation results for a specific
location agree, we consider the same segmentation
result as a final segmentation result. Otherwise, we
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consider the specific location as a background (i.e.,
neither of any pig). As we can see in the
experimental results, both the outline-based and
region-based methods are accurate and the locations
whose segmentation results of the two methods
disagree are near the actual boundary between the
touching-pigs. Therefore, by considering any
disagreement location as a background, we can
separate the touching-pigs more clearly.

E-ISSN: 1817-3195

(b) K-Means (K = 2) [26]

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For the experiments, the resolution size
was set to 640 × 480 pixels. Also, the frame rate
was set to 8 frames per second (fps). There were 22
weaning pigs in a pig room that measured 4 × 3 m,
and a camera was located 4 m above the floor.
From the video sequences, we set the ROI to
regions of touching-pigs that could not be
separated, and labeled each pig in the previous
frame. As we used the previous frame’s
segmentation result, we could obtain the current
frame’s segmentation result.
As indicated in Figure 8 and 9, we
confirmed that the touching-pigs were separated
individually using the proposed outline-based and
region-based methods. By combining these
segmentation results, the hybrid method could
separate the touching-pigs more clearly. For
comparison, we also applied typical segmentation
methods based on Watershed [25] and K-Means
[26]. For maintaining the identity of each pig
between consecutive frames, the widely used
segmentation methods require an additional step
such as region-merging [27] to build the
relationship between consecutive frames. On the
contrary, the proposed method uses both previous
and current frame information and thus can
maintain the identity of each pig between
consecutive frames without any additional step.

(c) Proposed (Outline-based)

(d) Proposed (Region-based)

(e) Proposed (Hybrid)

Figure 8: Separation Results Using Common Methods
And The Proposed Methods (2-pig Sequence).

(a) Watershed [25] + Merge [27]

(a) Watershed [25] + Merge [27]
(b) K-Means (K = 3) [26]
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Compared with the Watershed and KMeans methods, we confirmed that segmentation
accuracy was improved qualitatively using the
proposed methods. In particular, the hybrid method
could separate the touching-pigs with an average
SA = 93.14%.

(c) Proposed (Outline-based)

4.

Automated monitoring of “individual” pigs in a
crowded pig room is an important issue in order to
detect health or management problems earlier.
Although some progress for a group-housed pig
monitoring system has been reported recently,
researches on identifying the movements of each
individual pig accurately have not yet been
reported.

(d) Proposed (Region-based)

(e) Proposed (Hybrid)

Figure 9: Separation Results Using Common Methods
And The Proposed Methods (3-pig Sequence).

In the accuracy evaluation, we compared
the “pixel-level” segmentation results obtained by
the proposed methods with the ground-truth
segmentation. Note that the purpose of this study
was not the foreground (i.e., pig) detection, rather,
the separation of the touching-pigs. Therefore, we
only focused on the area of the touching-pigs.
Because it was necessary to separate multiple
touching-pigs, we defined Segmentation Accuracy
(SA) as follows. T and F denote the true area (i.e.,
an area whose pig ID was correctly identified) and
the false area (i.e., an area whose pig ID was
incorrectly identified), respectively. We then
defined SA = T/(T+F) and summarized the SAs in
Table 1.
Table 1: Comparison Of Segmentation Accuracy.

Method

Watershed [25] + Merge [27]
K-Means [26]
Outline-based
Proposed
Region-based
Method
Hybrid

Segmentation
Accuracy (%)
69.14
45.86
83.14
88.00
93.14

CONCLUSION

In this study, we proposed two methods for
segmenting the touching-pigs by exploiting the
characteristic of closed room monitoring
applications (i.e., using the information of the
previous video frame). The first method interpreted
the separation problem in a crowded pig room as a
“time-series alignment” problem of the touchingpigs in the current frame using the labeled outline
of the individual pigs in the previous frame. In the
second method, we interpreted the separation
problem in a crowded pig room as a “region
partitioning” problem of the touching-pigs in the
current frame using the labeled regions of the
individual pigs in the previous frame. Furthermore,
we determined that more accurate segmentation
results could be obtained by combining the
segmentation results of each method. In the
experimental results, the hybrid method could
separate
touching-pigs
with
an
average
segmentation accuracy of 93.14% in the video
sequences.
Although segmentation methods have been
proposed to separate the touching-pigs, several
issues need to be considered for the ultimate goal of
long-time monitoring of individual pigs in real-time.
As future works, we will design a robust tracking
method based on the segmentation methods, and
parallelize the whole operations to satisfy the realtime requirement.
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